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NEW QUESTION: 1
Can you upgrade R71 directly to R77?
A. No, First, you upgrade to R71.50. Then you can upgrade to
R77.
B. Yes, You have a direct upgrade path for every R7x version.
C. No, A fresh installation is required.
D. No, Upgrade to Gaia is required before upgrading to R77
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Evaluate this ALTER TABLE statement: (Choose the best answer.)
ALTER TABLE orders

SET UNUSED (order_date);
Which statement is true?
A. ROLLBACK can be used to restore the ORDER_DATE column.
B. After executing the ALTER TABLE command, a new column called
ORDER_DATE can be added to the ORDERS table.
C. The ORDER_DATE column must be empty for the ALTER TABLE
command to execute successfully.
D. The DESCRIBE command would still display the ORDER_DATE
column.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Every Monday, you send recommendations by email to the
consumers who bought product(s) from a specific product
category during the previous week. What target group category
should you use?
A. Triggered-based
B. Live
C. Dynamic
D. Static
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A Dynamics 365 administrator deploys Dynamics 365 for
Marketing.
Which two components are available then using the Marketing
component of Dynamics 365? Each correct answer presents a
complete solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. Surveys
B. Customer Service Hub
C. Voice of the Customer
D. Sales Hub
Answer: A,C
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